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Review of the Minimum and Maχimum Relevant Income Levels
for 品1andatory Provident Fund Contributions
We are writing in regard to 出 e cap世oned su坤 c七 which will be
discussed at the Financial Af
fairs Panel mee世ng scheduled for next Monday ，
21 February 2011.
2.
Th
ere were some comments in the media yesterday and today ，
folI
owing from the release of the Panel paper on the subject for the upcoming
meeting. Much of the comments relate to why developments regarding the
statutory minimum wage have not been taken into accoun t.
3.
We would like to clarify that the review conducted by the
Authority is a review required by the Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes
Ordinance (Cap. 485) (“Ordinance") which also identifies two factors 出at must
be taken into account in conducting the review .rnamely ，
50% of the mon 吐l1
y
median employment earnings for the minimum relevant income level and the
monthly employment earnings at 90th percentile of the mon 吐l1
y employment
earnings dis廿ibu 世on for the maximum relevant income level.
Th
e Ordinance
does not preclude 出 e Authority from taking oth 凹 factors into accoun t.
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4.
In due compliance with the Ordinance ，the Au 出 ority has
conducted a review last year ，
taking into account the two statutory factors. In
addition ，
the Authority has taken into account other relevant factors ，
the
statutory minimum wage being one of them. The Management Board and
Advisory Committee of the Authority discussed the review findings ，
including
出 e potential impact of the implementation of a statutory minimum wage
requiremen t.
Th
e Government and the Authority also consulted the Labour
Advisory Board on the review findings and the statutory minimum wage issue
was also discussed in 出 at forum. The report prepared by the Au也ority/
which is 缸 mexed to the Panel paper ，
sets out the review findings and other
relevant factors ，
including the statutory minimum wage (at paragraphs 5.2.2
and 5.2.3) for consideration. Th
e views of diffe:r
ent stakeholders are also set
out in the report for consideration. Th
e report is factual in nature and does
not represent a recommendation from the Authority.
5.
It
is ultimately for the Government 1:
0 make a policy decision ，
on
whether and ，丘so how ，to a句ust the minimum relevant income level taking
into account factors such as the statutory minimum wage. We are confident
that 出 ey will take into consideration the review findings set out in the report
and the views of other stakeholders includ 訊g members of the Panel on
Financial Affairs. In view of the fact that there have been newspaper articles
corr田len也可也at the Authority has failed to take into account the statutory
minimum wage in relation to adjusting the minirnum level of relevant income ，
we have issued a press statement to clarify the lnatter yesterday. A copy of
the press statement is attached for your informa 世on.
6.
We would like to request your kind per tission to circulate this
letter and the press statement in advance to Legislative Councillors who may
come to join the meeting next Monday. We would also like to request for
your kind perrr吐ssion to table hard copies of the press statement on the day of
the meeting for Members who attend the meeting.
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In response to media reports regarding the review of the minimum and maximum
levels of the “
relevant income" for contributions

1:
0

Mandatory

Provident Fund

Schemes ，
a spokesman for the Mandatory Provident Flmd Schemes Authority (MPFA)
states the following:
The MPFA is required by the Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Ordinance (the

“
Ordinance")

to conduct a review of the minimum and maximum relevant income

levels no less than once in every 4 years to ascertain whether or not there are grounds
for any amendmen t.
The Ordinance also prescribes the factors that the MPFA must take into account
in conducting the review ，
namely ，
50% of the monthly median employment eamings
for the minimum relevant income level and the monthly employment eamings at 90th
percentile for the monthly eamings distribution for the maximum relevant income
level ("statutory factors").

The Ordinance does not preclude the MPFA

企 om

taking

other factors into account in conducting the review.
In compliance with the Ordinance ，
the MPFA conducted a statutory review last
year and has submitted a review report to the Goverrunent for its consideration in July
2010.
In conducting the review ，
the MPFA duly took into account the two statutory
factors ，
according to which ，
consideration could be given to adjusting the minimum
relevant income level to 的，500 (based on more n:cent data) and the maximum
relevant income level to $30 ，
000.
Apart from stating the results of applying the statutory factors ，
the review report
also set out other relevant factors that the MPF A had taken into account in conducting
the review. It
is clearly stated in the report that the statutory minimum wage needs to
be taken into consideration.
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It
is for the Governme 訓， in consultation

with other stakeholders

including

legislators ，
to make a decision on whether and ，
if so how ，
to adjust the minimum
relevant income level to t ak:
e into account the statutory minimum wage.
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